ABOUT THE SUPREME COURT OF MICHIGAN ELECTION
There is some confusion on the Supreme Court race so we are here to provide some clarity.
Please read this in its entirety (and make sure others are informed):
1) Michigan Supreme Court Justices have 8 year terms. We have 7 Justices. Everyone, in
order to run, has to be nominated by a Party. Therefore you can assume that with the
nominee (of the party) comes a similar worldview. This makes sense (worldview meaning how do they interpret issues, what are fundamental to their beliefs etc).
2) Right or wrong -- that’s an argument for a later date -- we are currently in a 2 party
system. Republicans or Democrats. This statement is not to cause disrespect to those who
run from other parties. It is simply stating a fact. Come November 3rd, we will have two
Justices elected. They will be nominated by Republican or Democrat.
3) If Judges are responsible, they will not tell you blankly “I am pro-life or I am pro-choice or
I am anti-guns etc.” They have to be objective, clear-sighted, rule according to the law.
They want to give Justice a chance and therefore have to hold their cards close to their
chest.
So that remains on the endorsing groups to probe to find out where they really stand? How have
they sided on issues in the past? What kind of donors do they have? What magazine subscriptions
do they carry?

The reason the Supreme Court applies to us - in this hour:
On Friday, October 2, 2020 two things happened.
1) We turned in over 539,000 signatures
2) The Michigan Supreme Court announced their ruling on a different topic (but parallel issue) that
Governor Whitmer IS outside her bounds of law with these endless Executive Orders.
We are continuing to push the Secretary of State to approve our signatures in a timely manner so
the Michigan Legislature can vote on it yet this year. WHEN they do, the law will be overturned.
But until they do (and the law overturned) there is still the possibility that the MI Supreme Court
could come back and overturn the ruling. (Right or wrong, it’s not the argument for this moment. It
is what it is.)
The champion of our cause for the Supreme Court Ruling was Justice Stephen Markman. His role
on the bench right now gives us a Rule of Law Majority in Michigan.
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However, he is being aged out. This means, in January he will no longer be on the bench.
Someone else will.
So who will that be?
That is up to you and me (the voters) to decide. Will it be a Progressive Justice, endorsed by
Planned Parenthood, supported by the Governor? Or will it be someone who is willing to rule
according to the constitution and our freedom?
Our BEST option in this season is -- Mary Kelly and Brock Swartzle.
Whoever gets elected to this seat, will have control to either CONTINUE to stand by our ruling “that
the Michigan Governor does not need to act like a dictator” OR they will side with the Governor and
say, “the last court got it wrong -- let’s overturn it.” And if the progressives have the majority -- it is
very likely to happen.

YOU HAVE QUESTIONS
Some of you are concerned about two things:
1) Why not Kerry Morgan the Libertarian candidate?
The question is not whether Mr. Kerry Morgan is a good man. But again, consider that we are in a
two party system. Anyone running for libertarian justice will not win and your vote will be tossed
aside. Don’t believe me?
Look at the record:
●

●
●

In 2018 Mr. Kerry Morgan ran - and he lost - as a Libertarian. As you can tell from the
voting information in 2018 (information provided from the Michigan Secretary of State; link
below) he definitely helped -- the opposition win.
The two winners that night were Elizabeth Clement and Megan Cavanagh.
If 50% of Mr. Kerry Morgan’s voters had gone to Kurt Wilder (who was a Rule of Law
Judicial candidate), we would have a rule of Law Justice in that seat, instead of progressive
Megan Cavanagh.

Mr. Morgan has done this before. Just please be aware before you vote.
2) People are asking what about Mary Kelly?
The inquiries we have seen include, “Isn’t Mary Kelly a liberal? Is she a progressive plant? Doesn’t
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she have Democrat donors?” The answer is an emphatic NO!!!
●
●
●
●
●

Mary Kelly for Supreme Court is different from Mary BETH Kelly running in Oakland
County.
Mary Kelly is NOT a progressive plant: she has been nominated by the Republican Party.
Her donors are Republican.
She and her husband have been involved in our causes for a long time.
And look at the endorsements: Right to Life, Citizens for Traditional Values PAC etc etc etc
etc.

Last but not least, we also want to highlight:
Brock Swartzle is a proven rule of law conservative on the Court of Appeals. He wrote the opinion
that the state government overreached in the case of Owosso barber Karl Manke. And his
conservative credentials are on the record for us all to read for ourselves.

WE APPLAUD YOU
YOU are wise to ask questions and to be responsible with your vote. We thank you for that.
Please recognize the SIGNIFICANCE of the Supreme Court. Please question the information you
are being given. And recognize that our BEST chances to keep our ruling standing is with
Brock Swartzle and Mary Kelly. A vote for anyone else WILL - and can - cost us.
If you are wondering what YOU can do to help us in this effort of preserving our freedom -- make
sure everyone knows the information we are providing.
Vote Brock Swartzle and Mary Kelly on November 3 for Supreme Court. They WILL help us
preserve our freedoms.
Amy Hawkins
Unlock Michigan Action Fund
See the records:
https://mielections.us/election/results/2018GEN_CENR.html
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